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// Introduction
project overview

This study addresses social opportunities that new digital economic models
have for the parsing, exchange and representation of value in a collaborative
project with the New Economics Foundation and the Royal Bank of Scotland.
Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are challenging the way we perceive money
and these new models of financial transactions challenge the governementregulated fiat currencies we use today.
Contributing to contemporary debates around the emergence of new forms
of value exchange, this research aims to understand how families would design the affordances of money if it were to become software. We will explore
the opportunities that the underlying blockchain or distributed ledger technologies may offer to investigate what high street banks might adopt and
adapt to if currency models become entirely virtual.
We will introduce the underlying principles of the blockchain to audiences
that would otherwise not be consulted on the development of new currencies
or financial systems. Using a design-led and participatory approach, the research project will explore potential use cases for money as software through
involvement with families, small businesses and local civic services.

// Interviews
initial project stage

For the initial stage of this project we recruited 25 participants who volunteered an hour of their time to share their perspectives on topics of money,
value, exchange, currency, power and future technologies and imaginaries. As
representatives of the stakeholders in the exchange of money, we selected a
range of participants from mixed backgrounds and across different genders
and age groups including 6 students, 12 bank employees and contacts as
well as 7 local community residents. The participants were recruited through a
mixed approach of advertising, ‘snowballing’ and existing network contacts of
the university and the project partners (RBS).
The interviews were conducted in a flexible semi-structured manner to allow
the facilitator to respond to participant’s reactions and tailor the interview to
the individual in an informal, conversational fashion. The open-ended, imaginative questions prompted participants to both discuss their current practice
around money while also imagine future scenarios and discuss potential
issues. Following an informal, ‘light touch’ analysis of the qualitative interviews the subsequent sections will highlight some initial findings and insights
gained from these conversations that hold potential to guide or shape the
further development of the project.

Methodology
Between February and April 2016, we interviewed people who would not
normally be consulted about redesigning currency. Informal semi-structured
interviewing was used to gain an in-depth understanding of our participants’
stories, imaginaries, values and social relationships around money. Our 25
participants included a range of stakeholders in the practices of exchanging
money including 7 students, 10 RBS employees, 5 civil society organisations
and 3 Wester Hailes community members (Wester Hailes is a suburb in the
west of Edinburgh which is considered economically deprived, and has a
strong tradition of community activism). Participants were chosen to represent a mixture of social demographics, age, income and gender. They were
motivated by a range of reasons, some to offer an expert’s perspective into
alternative currencies, some because they were active community campaigners, and others simply because they were interested to learn more.
The interview phase of After Money produced rich and thought-provoking
conversations that were used to identify themes to feed into the next phase the design process. The following summarises the main themes.

What is money?
“When I think of money, I always think of American green dollar bills. But if you open my wallet, you will find a debit card, a
credit card, and not much cash.“ (Interview 24)
Money as cash – notes and coins - was often the first response people gave
to the question ‘what is money?’ Our 25 participants often went on to define
money as assets or resources like property or savings; cashless money like
cards; and, money as currency with in a geo-political system, reflecting the
common-sense understanding of money as unit of account, a store of value,
and a medium of exchange. The responses reflected the ways in which the
participants encountered money on a day-to-day basis. Although money was
seen as primarily cash, most of the participants relied heavily on cashless
technologies like online banking, credit and debit cards and Apple Pay.
However, when asked to think more widely and consider broader forms of value or exchange, our respondents became more creative. ‘Value’ could come
from a huge variety of sources, including time exchange, points like air miles,
access to knowledge through a university library card, and the exchange of
goods on a barter basis. We began compiling a running list of forms of value,
which eventually stretched to over 50 forms of exchangeable value (see right).

Materiality and affect
“I don’t have the same visceral feelings paying for something
on a smartphone via a reader that I have when I hand over
cash. [...] There’s something tangible exchanged for something tangible with cash.” (Interview 12)
Cash is physical, tangible and has the capacity to produce powerful emotional
responses. Interviewees often expressed an emotional connection with physical money and focused on the physical practices and interactions with money.
One respondent said, “I like the feel of cash in my hand” (11) referring to the
Pound while he didn’t like the Euro because “it does not feel the same” (11)
due to a more “plasticky” material quality. Another interviewee described
how her six year old son enjoyed counting up cash and coins while another
parent preferred pinging money to his kids via a smart phone app. At the
same time his 15 and 18 year old children were more “keen to hold cash as
opposed to utilise debit cards or smartphones” which he interpreted as “cash
actually helps them to manage value“ (12).
Another interviewee claimed he was “addicted to money”(11) revealing another strong emotional connection. While relating to saving and control, one
participant preferred “dealing with cash and coins because we know better
what we have” (4) which was also a recurring theme when differences between physical and digital transactions were raised. “We know better what we
have” (4) with cash and as such it appealed to some who favoured traditional
methods. But not only, another who would generally prefer digital forms of
transactions had a different approach when it came to saving money, they
would “prefer something more tangible” (22), like property. Or when discussing the volatility of cryptoccurrencies one interviewee suggested to stabilise it
by tying it to “something real, maybe like gold” (6). Although gold standards
or commoditiy currencies are nothing new, the association of gold as being
real in comparison to bitcoin was an underlying matter when discussing digital and physical currencies.
On the other hand, part of the powerful appeal of cash was its lack of traceability. Cash was also associated with freedom, and sometimes, with illicit
dealings. Several respondents felt that cash represented the opportunity to
conduct their lives as they wanted, providing convenience and control, and
the freedom to spend their money anywhere they liked.

Sharing money and value
“Well when I think of sharing, I think of a more altruistic thing,
like people sharing because they feel like it. They are not
expecting anything back. But I was also thinking of the typical
example of sharing money like at a bar or something, so you
pay the first round. But then implicitly, and perhaps psychologically, you are expecting the other one to pay the next one.
And then it’s an implicit system where people… you could say
share, but you are expecting something out of it.” (Interview 1)
Most of our participants shared money in a variety of ways, according to their
life situations. Several students discussed living in flat shares and negotiating
communally managed domestic payments. They felt it was important to balance fairness with the need to avoid bad feeling. There were a variety of techniques used to manage shared money, including online apps like Splitwise,
joint accounts, lists, and implicit systems of remembering and trust, such as
described above. Others with families discussed joining finances with partners
(or sometimes how they avoided doing so), and supporting children.
Conversations about sharing highlighted the relationship between formal and
informal value. Several respondents discussed sharing time in this context,
with several participants discussing how they shared time regularly and others mentioning the different social value time had in comparison to money,
“there’s more in exchange of value” (12). Though they were keen to point out
that this was often based on an informal goodwill or trust basis, rather than in
the sense of making a commodified exchange, it became clear that unspoken
rules often governed these exchanges. One interviewee described this as the
“I owe you one” (13) system. Many exchanges of value, construed broadly,
were conducted according to these unspoken, implicit, mutually understood
arrangements of reciprocity. While one participant highlighted other, potentially more unconscious areas of exchange in day-to-day interactions: “I
exchange emotions with my flatmate, and stories every day, and ideas with
my colleagues at my office pretty much every day” (1).
Several participants discussed forms of alternative currency. People trade and
sell a variety of things, from prescriptions, drugs, Magic the Gathering cards
(an online fantasy game), and as one respondent put it, “the second most
flexible form of cash is cigarettes, because you can always sell them for stuff!
In Glasgow, there also was cash, cigarettes, and you’re going to laugh here,
Bachelor’s cheesy pasta” (18). These responses highlighted the distinction
between illicit and licit forms of currency, and the social networks needed to
construct such proxy value.

Wealth and inequality
“A Mayfair building is worth more than gold” (Interview 8)
The issue of wealth inequality was high-profile at the time of the interviews.
Several participants had questions about the role of traditional money in national, global and intergenerational inequality. Some participants raised issues
such as the international and UK property market, pensions, trans-national tax
avoidance schemes, the welfare system, the European Union referendum and
the so-called migrant crisis.
Our respondents often felt that they lacked autonomy, knowledge and
agency in the face of these issues. Some questioned who is ‘really’ in control
of capitalist financial structures? Consequently, money can be seen in this
context as adopting an unfixed and geographically slippery form. Sometimes,
money is understood as a solid asset, such as in the form of a Mayfair flat or a
pension fund, other times it was seen as intangible, ephemeral and untraceable, caught up in shadowy international regimes.
Several participants thought about how changing money might tackle social
injustices in various ways, such as through imagining money which changed
value depending on who owned it, through progressive ideas like a national
inheritance scheme, or through adopting collective-based alternative currencies outside of mainstream national structures. However, many struggled
to imagine how changing money might, in and of itself, fully address these
complex political issues.

Agency and control
“Credit cards make me lose control what I am going to
spend, on a night out for instance.” (Interview 1)
“It’s my money, I’m either mature enough to manage it myself
or I’m not. (Interview 17)
Responses to questions about the affordances of money ranged from offering control, comfort, options and convenience as one participant stated “you
have a lot more opportunities, you have more buying power, you have more
security, wellbeing” (5). This relationship between money and wellbeing was
corroborated by another respondent remarking that “money reduces anxiety as well” (3). This spectrum of money on the one hand affording control

or power and on the other giving security and alleviating stress revealed the
participants’ differences in personal position and affluence.
Acquiring property, savings and pensions was often framed as a form of social
responsibility. Taking care of oneself and family was held as virtuous, and
contrasted with negative scenarios like claiming benefits, failing to save, or
adopting uncontrolled consumer spending, as displayed by the two diverging
responses above. Wealthier participants often expressed the view that their
affluence was due to personal virtue rather than luck or benefitting from systemic bias. Financial responsibility was often equated with personally owning
assets and having lots of money indicated good self-control. There was also a
clear counter-point to this correlation between self-control and wealth. Some
participants argued that younger generations struggle to acquire assets like
pensions or property due to structural economic issues, rather than lacking a
‘work ethic’ or spending too much. In this context, money represented social
unfairness rather than personal diligence.
If having money was often seen as representing socially virtuous attitudes of
frugality, entrepreneurship and diligence, then needing assistance to control
one’s impulses often carried stigma. One participant highlighted that currency
has a negative connotation associated with the “guilt of owing something“
(4) which were underlying tones in many interviews. Another pointed out
that “asylum seekers and refugees, they are often given vouchers rather than
money [in order] to restrict and humiliate them” (3), and several felt that it
was fine to control children’s money. Respondents who reproduced strongly
neoliberal values claimed to not need any help with managing their money.
Raising questions of responsibility also raised issues of agency for our respondents – how free are we to determine how we spend our money? Can
we always control ourselves when it comes to ‘weaknesses’ like takeaways,
rounds at the pub or other luxuries? What does it mean if we say we can’t?

Programmable money
So let’s imagine I’m waiting for the 10.20 bus, and I’ve got my
bus ticket on here (indicates phone) and the 10.20 bus turns
up at 10.45, and as a consequence of that delay, as I get on
and swipe it through it says, no, this one’s on us….. I like that!
(Interview 12)
The idea that money could be programmed to act in different ways and according to different parameters was initially quite a negative idea for many
of our participants. Programming restrictions like ‘my currency can only work
on chocolate or sweets but not both’ was seen as overly-controlling by many
participants. Although it was becoming clear that participants were already
deeply aware that money was wrapped in social values, the idea of making
these explicit in the context of personal spending was often not welcomed.
Understanding the power relations underlying money helps in understanding
our participants’ negative reactions. Most respondents felt programming restrictions would be OK when it came to parent-child relationships, as long as
sufficient flexibility was given for the child to make mistakes and learn to manage money themselves. In a typical response, one parent said that he would
be disappointed to have to strictly control his children’s spending, but that
the technology could be useful to help teach them about spending. Programmable currency was also acceptable, for some, in other paternalistic relationships, such as between the government and welfare claimants, highlighting
how controlling money is seen as acceptable in uneven power relationships.
As a consumer, the idea of programmable money was appealing, as it would
provide the opportunity for consumers to reassert power (such as not paying
for a bus if it arrived late). Power relations are important here too; one participant felt that enacting this power would be unfair if buying from an independent small retailer. The idea that programming controls into money could be a
game was also more appealing – gaming your money was fine, but needing
help indicated personal failings.
A counter-trend to this was several younger respondents who felt that using
technology to control day-to-day spending did not carry any disgrace. One
said: “I tell you what I would do with programmable money is to put a ban on
how many takeaways I had in the pub!” (22)

The blockchain and cryptocurrencies
“In the future we’ll be living in a world underpinned by block
chain so it will be a lot more tokens and your value represented in code that can be transferred”. (Interview 16)
Most of our participants knew little about cryptocurrencies beyond some
superficial knowledge, and what they had heard from friends or in the media. These included ideas about free transactions, the chance to make some
money, a story about the man who lost a hard drive containing records of
a small fortune in bitcoin, alongside associations with the dark web, highly
variable and unreliable valuations, and illicit transactions such as drugs or
ransom payments. A few participants mentioned the recent case of the Silk
Road and the recent prosecution of the Dread Pirate Roberts. Just one of
our participants had ever used any cryptocurrencies, purchasing Dogecoin
(a Japanese cryptocurrency represented by a Shiba-Inu dog from an internet
meme). However, he failed to make any money and consequently now stays
away from cryptocurrencies due to their volatility. Whilst they were often seen
as a possible means of speculation, it seems that this is not a common-place
way to invest.
We also spoke with a small number of technical specialists. Views were also
mixed among these participants, with some feeling that the blockchain was
overhyped. One participant pointed out that no major business was yet prepared to run on the blockchain. Some professionals within financial services
argued that current small businesses offering services using the blockchain
were parasitic on the major financial institutions. However, some recognised
that currencies underpinned by the blockchain challenged the power of
governments and traditional financial institutions. One commented that “the
banks are going to fight it like mad because they know they will be kept out
of the loop” (22). Here, we again see the importance of power relations in
understanding money – how will the blockchain really change the underlying
structure of money?
One participant was very articulate about the potential reconfiguration of
forms of value under the block chain, arguing that currency becomes tokenised, and other sources of value (such as your vote), could become a
token. Importantly, this reconfigured relationships of trust so that it was contained and coded into the transactions – as she put it – “the point is trust, you
trust maths and code as opposed to some of the traditional players”. (16)

Alternative imaginaries
Perhaps the more money you have, the less it’s worth. Units
would have varying values depending on the total value of
your assets. (Interview 6)
Our respondents were often creative in reimagining money. One wanted to
“assign value to how well things are made, through the quality of a product. So you could assign value on the basis of how long something is going
to last”. Another preferred dissolvable money, which would lose its value if
it coagulated or failed to be passed on. Several imagined a communal or
social system, where people would be allocated credits at birth, according to
need rather than the ability to earn. Some wanted to programme money so it
would more explicitly reflect ethical or environmental value.
Visual and spatial metaphors were often used in thinking about how money
could be different. Participants considered whether alternative currencies
should be global or locally networked. They imagined money becoming
‘sticky’, ‘stretchable’, ‘heavy’. The feel, weight and spatial behaviour of money
could be changed to represent different values and relationships. One spoke
about money having strings – invisible yet important relationships of social
reciprocity and structural restrictions. Another wanted to change the way
money flowed internationally.
Their re-imaginings were often a direct critique of the financial status quo,
with participants considering how different social values like equality could
be materialised in money. However, some of our participants soon came up
against contradictions. One participant found the idea of global units appealing, because they would remove financial services institutions and the related
aspects of money as a tool for speculation and for profiting from multiple
transactions. This participant wanted more open and free exchange without
middlemen who he perceived as out for themselves. However, he also felt
that the governance of these units would have to be a social service, “like the
UN” (22) in order to avoid replicating existing institutions.

This range of creative responses of alternative financial scenarios or imagined currencies were so intriguing even if
limited in scope that we decided to discuss them with the
project partners at a workshop to further understand and
explore how ideas or thoughts from consumers, communities
and the general public sit within the current context of academic research and financial business and services.

Tensions
“Bitcoin should be underpinned by something tangible, like
gold”. (Interview 6)
In imagining how money could be different, our participants revealed important tensions and contradictions. Should future currencies be used anonymously, or is public identity and traceability more important? If the blockchain
opens ledgers, what happens to confidentiality and anonymity? Should we
keep tangible, physical money or go completely digital? Who should have
authority? Should we trust code, or trust institutions? Should we exercise selfdiscipline or embed control within an app or device? Should we have spatially contained or global currencies? Is money a social good, or is it, as one
person put it, associated with the grubby business of accumulation? Should
we have one formal global currency, or an ecosystem of informal and formal
currencies? How, exactly, would reimagining money alter social and political
structures? These dualisms and contradictions reveal the complexity not only
in reimagining money but also in the currently shifting interactions with a multiple forms of currencies and value systems. Their representations constantly
shifting on a spectrum between physical and digital interactions revealing
more or less consciously practiced exchanges of value.

These complexities and tensions highlighted participants’
often limited understanding of blockchain and its underlying
distributed ledger technology. To playfully investigate and
further understanding of the values and issues surrounding
these new technologies and their potential impact on financial systems we experimented with speculative prototypes.

// Technology prototyping
or geofencing bitcoin

In our interviews we recognised an issue of the public’s understanding of digital currencies and bitcoin as very limited. With only a small number of participants discussing bitcoin and blockchain, most participants found it difficult to
understand the underlying technological advances and have not yet engaged
with bitcoin. So we wanted to develop a technology prototype to engage
more audiences in further understanding the principles behind bitcoin and
encourage them to question and discuss concepts of value and exchange
through a location-based application.
Geocoin is a speculative technology prototype to critically engage audiences
with location-based exchange of value in the form of bitcoins. The web app
functions in situ with certain locations having different effects on the value of
one’s wallet. Zones are set up where money could be collected, shared, averaged, multiplied or subtracted exploring how value could change in different
communities. The first iteration of the app simulated a currency of generic
units, accounts and balances. During a workshop at RBS, around 10 people
used the website on their phones walking around in the park to attempt to
collect money and explore the different zones shown on their device. This
exploration was then followed by a short group discussion about participant’s

experiences and feedback. This beta-test gave us a sense of how people
used the app and any issues arising around technical complications and user
interface matters. After rectifying some of these initial issues we used this
prototype in a Blockchain City lab at the Design & The City conference in Amsterdam, a two-day workshop with artists, designers, academics and economists. After running an initial session of Block Exchange, a playful session of
trading lego blocks for resources to understand the principles of blockchain,
participants went for a walk around the city with the geocoin app.
In this instance actual bitcoin currency of 60EUR (equivalent of 155 mBTC =
0.155 BTC) was added which was divided into several wallets for each user
and exchange pockets alike. Participants could then find, share and explore
the city and its hidden treasures, in this case bitcoins. The app was purposefully left in its prototyping stages without developing a clean interface or
different features in order to leave room for imagination and appropriation by the participants. Through this technology probe participants started
imagining and designing new future scenarios, uses or applications where a
location-based or geofenced distributed ledger could add value or benefit to
the city, a community or its residents. Two groups and their ideas were then
developed into working prototypes over the course of the second workshop
day, tested and documented by the groups of participants. The two developed concepts are described on the next pages.

The sealed blocks of the Lego Block Exchange session

Workshop participant exploring geocoin and the city

Handfastr - making commitments wherever you are

		
What if we could set and formalise our agreements and
commitments, for a place and a time, to enable hyper-local
economic zones with specific rules made by us, for us?
This group of participants questioned the traditional and common norms
and rules that govern our relationships and activities to enable communities
to join location-based funds available only to the whole group rather than
individuals. The example of marriage was chosen for its traditional, fixed,
legal configuration which they updated into a mobile, contemporary, digital
smart contract to open up the opportunity for communities and publics more
generally to join finances for a specific purpose over a flexible period of time.

Civic Blocks - participatory budgeting with bitcoins
How can we use new technologies to create a more democratic city? How can we involve citizens in decisions about their
neighbourhood?
The idea of CivicBlocks is the use of blockchain as a decentralised public
ledger of votes for civic developments and community projects. Envisioning a
government of the future that would give 10% of their annual budget in equal
amounts to local citizens enabling residents to donate this budget of public
spending as they see fit and to donate to projects that they feel are beneficial
to their neighborhood.

Taking inspiration from marriage rituals in other cultures, e. g. pagan celtic
handfasting, the team designed their app allowing participants to create a
temporary social economic contract, or Handfastr, by tapping the marriage
button on their phone whilst being in proximity to one or several partners
within a marriage zone. Sealing a romantic, social or communal agreement in
the blockchain can join holiday or project finances as bitcoin wallets for the
duration of a few days or as long as the members agree. For the duration of
this bond, the participants are only able to spend coins if they are in close
physical proximity with one another.

Each resident has to option to create a new zone for collecting money for a
specific purpose, project or need, for example this could be a new recycling
center, community school and playground. And when residents are present in
one of such zones they are then able to drop coins from their digital bitcoin
wallet to donate to the specific cause or project. The project wallets can then
be viewed by the council to develop and built the next community project or
civic development voted for and funded by the community itself. Thus not
only empowering the local residents to actively take part in shaping their civic
community but also creating a transparent and fair platform for the council’s
public spending practices.

In collaboration with James Stewart, Max Dovey & Corina Angheloiu.
Video documentation at www.vimeo.com/163565402.

In collaboration with Dorota Kamrowska-Zaluska, Hanna Obracht-Prondzynska
& Eileen Wagner. Video documentation at www.vimeo.com/163760240.

// Project scoping
and participants’ imaginaries

To sum up the initial stage of this project and to start more specifically mapping out the scope and plan of this project, we set up a ‘deep day’ or workshop which included all the project partners. So our design informatics team
joined partners from the New Economics Foundation and the Royal Bank of
Scotland in their Open Experience research group at RBS HQ. In the morning session we discussed the participant interviews and our initial findings
and themes as already described above. In the afternoon after the Geocoin
testing interlude we then presented the participants’ ideas and alternative imaginaries to the partners in more depth. The participants’ wide range of ideas
and scenarios were drawn from the interviews and presented to the partners
on the day in the form of hand-written post-it notes (see next pages). The aim
of this activity was to investigate these ideas of the general public, different
communities or customers around the design of new currencies and scenarios
of the digital economy through the partner’s experience and expertise in the
financial sector. Ultimately, exploring if the publics’ imaginaries hold potential to inspire new areas of interest and value to firm up the direction of this
project for both project partners and participants.

Inspired by the public

Ethics, inequality and control

Generally the presented ideas extracted from the interviews were met with
attentiveness, curiosity and were interestingly not dismissed by the professionals. On the contrary, some of the imagined concepts sparked discussions
around novel ways of thinking about alternative or complimentary currencies
shifting their common focus on shared value to shared stages of wealth equality. Although not every idea by the participants had the same positive response, it is interesting that 25 conducted interviews with members of different communities, consumers and employees could bring up new perspectives
and ways of thinking about currency for professionals who have been working
in the financial sector and digital economy for a long time. However, this does
not mean that the interviewees’ ideas would lend themselves to develop into
a viable currency, system or scenario. The value in their ideas highlighted the
freedom of their thinking removed from the ins and outs of current or alternative systems and as such were appreciated by the project partners. Through
the grouping of these imaginaries we further expanded three areas which are
summarised in the next section.

As previously encountered and discussed in our interview findings a range
of participants’ ideas stem from the perspective of inequality, fairness and
control. Although similar in their outset they took form in a range of different
manifestations and made recommendations for a wholly new ecosystem or
society. In relation to some recent news of countries exploring the possibility
of a universal basic income for every citizen, the imagined scenarios of global
units or a national inheritance setting everyone’s wealth equal are timely
considerations. However this also emphasises much wider and deeper rooted
problems than could be solvable by a redesign of a money or software.
One of the currencies, the happiness currency as imagined by one participant
did not only focus on redistributing wealth but focused on an underlying idea
of stages of wealth. Generally this ideas does not exclude the possibility of
growth and wealth but suggests a form of community growth. In such a scenario, every member of society would have to reach a certain level of ‘financial happiness’ before as a whole the level of wealth could be raised. Thus it
includes everyone in the creation of wealth rather than being a dividing factor.

Community and shared value systems
A number of currencies participants imagined were based on their own or
sometimes idealistic value systems. Ranging from very specific rules that
would allow you to spend money only on ethically selected companies who
correlate to your own set of values. Another could be a reward system for
organic, environmental practices rather than paying more on organically
sourced products. Similar a carbon currency to value your environmental footprint emphasises again the broad idealistic nature of some these ideas but
are commonly rooted in reinforcing beliefs of one’s own or community belief
system. Other more locally based community currencies focused on shifting
the exchange of value away from big corporations to local businesses.
One of the discussion centred around time sharing and the value of time fell
into this area. Not only relating to the practices and flows of the exchange
and sharing of time but its unique value. In this sense, most community currencies as much as current fiat currencies don’t hold any value in themselves
but act as representations of such. Time however takes a more unique position in this context as not only representation of value but inherently authentic
value itself. Everyone can relate to the value of their own time and this can be
as precious or even more precious as money. In a time where time is money
and increasingly busy life styles, could time become a future currency? Would
a shift to exchanging time rather than money change our perception of value?

Flows, practices and representations of value
One of most recurring words in this conversation was friction or frictionless
for that matter. An economic term which is often discussed as one of the key
differences between current systems and open ledgers moving away from fee
structures of traditional financial systems and services. Some of these conversations focused on solving pragmatic constraints and issues of the current
system which a distributed ledger could potentially address moving towards
more transparent, frictionless transactions in the exchanges of value.
Ideas such as dissolving, stretchable or even rusting money although still
pointing towards inequality and fairness were however focusing on the nego-

tiation of value, its representation and performance and met with its counterparts. What if money is not only stretchable but also shrinkable in another
way? What if the performance could be programmed into money? How could
one still feel in control without feeling controlled? In this context of the different possibilities of how money could perform it became obvious that the
interviewees mostly saw programmable money as restriction rather than opportunity. Maybe due to how it was framed in the interviews or the difficulty
of imagining possible scenarios, the consensus here was that control needs to
be maintained and that there should be certain flexibility or malleability built
into any such currency, potentially as hard or soft constraints or a spectrum
thereof in order to enhance the performance of money or supporting practices of exchange rather than inducing control.

The different representations of money, be it in digital form or physical form
also fell into this category and highlighted the different interactions and affordances these aspect give to money. Aspect of rephysicalisation of a digital
currency to make it more tangible or as discussed previously more ‘real’
seemed contradictory to all economic developments with only 3% of interactions being carried out in cash and several countries attempting to become
cashless economies. What the participants’ thoughts of imagining either
physical representations or digital doppelgaenger these suggest that there is
not one solution for the future of money that it either digital or physical but
(at this point in time) needs and should incorporate a mixture of both physical
cash and digital medium into a hybrid ecosystem of currencies.

// Guiding thoughts

Blockchain - just a gateway drug
From alternative currencies to an ecosystem of complimentary currencies
Gameable not programmable money
On/Off - allowing for a range from hard to soft constraints
Exchange of value is embedded in material practices
Take people along on a journey

What are the benefits of DLT for the general public?
Where and how could this technology be applied in meaningful ways?
How are different representations of value perceived?
What role does materiality play in the representation of value?
How is value invested or generated in different forms of representations?

// Summary
looking back & going forward

In summary, this stage of the research concludes the interview phase which
the next stage of this project, the design stage, will draw on to further explore
opportunities, questions and differences in representation and exchange of
value in an increasingly digital economy. As it stands, there seems to be an
inconsistency between the hype surrounding bitcoin or blockchain and their
actual value in socio-economic applications, use cases or contexts. The next
stage of this project will aim to bring people along on a exploration of this
technology and its potential in order to imagine new future scenarios and unpick the technology’s opportunities in a range of different economic contexts.
Starting out from the term economy, in its original meaning derived from the
Greek oikonomia, as household management (see left) we have selected a
number of initial participants or households to study their practices of sharing
and exchanging value in more depth. We see the household as the smallest
and most common ecosystem as a first step of this participatory study to gain
insights into the material practices of exchange within a household by challenging our participants understandings and perspectives. This will form the
basis of further considering implications and applications beyond this entity
focusing on more community-based and societal questions and applications.

A collaboration between University of Edinburgh, Royal Bank of
Scotland and New Economics Foundation. Funded by ESRC.
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